Lorenz will now offer same day shipping on many of our products.

When delivery is critical... call Lorenz!

USA 1-800-263-7782
CAN 1-800-263-1942

Lorenz Conveying Products

LorenzPRODUCTS.COM
VALVES & GATES *
Series D 2 Way Diverter 3" OD, 4" OD, 6" OD, 11G 304 SS, Pneumatic
Series A Maintenance Gate 10", 12", Square, Hand Crank
Series A Maintenance Gate 12", Round, Hand Crank
Series N Roller Gate 10", 12", Square, Pneumatic
Series E Slide Gate 3", 4", 304 SS, LSP Connection, Pneumatic
Series E Slide Gate 6", 304 SS, BBH Connection, Pneumatic

VALVE & GATE OPTIONS
Single or Double Acting Solenoid Assembly 110vAC or 24vDC NEMA4
Magnetic Reed Switch
Mufflers
Vented Ball Valves
Prewired Terminal Boxes (Next Day Delivery)

FITTINGS & ELBOWS
Square Angel Hair Trap 12"
Inline Angel Hair Trap 3"OD or 4" OD Ports, 10" Body, Vacuum
Deluxe Pick-up Wand 2.5" OD or 3" OD, Aluminum
Rail Car Pick Up 4" OD or 6" OD, Aluminum, Male or Female Camlock, Far Side Filter
Horizontal Silo Probe 2.5" OD, 3" OD or 4" OD Aluminum
Elbow 2.5" OD X 16G AL X 90 X 12" CLR or 24" or 36" CLR
Elbow 3" OD, 4" OD or 6" OD X 11G 304 SS X 90 X 36" CLR

COUPLINGS
Bolted Coupling 2.5" OD, 3" OD OR 4" OD X 3 Bolt X Galv. X Black Gasket
Bolted Coupling 4" OD X 4 Bolt X Galv. X Black Gasket
Lorenz Heavy Duty Coupling 4" OD or 6" OD, White Gasket

*Valves & Gates will be shipped same day with options being unassembled.
*If assembly is required delivery would be 24 hours to ship